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Abstract: In the present work, we investigate the possibility that long-range airborne transport of
infectious aerosols could initiate an epidemic outbreak at distances downwind beyond one hundred
kilometers. For this, we have developed a simple atmospheric transport box model, which, for a
hypothetical case of a COVID-19 outbreak, was compared to a more sophisticated three-dimensional
transport-dispersion model (HYSPLIT) calculation. Coupled with an extended Wells–Riley descrip-
tion of infection airborne spread, it shows that the very low probability of outdoor transmission can
be compensated for by high numbers and densities of infected and susceptible people in the source
upwind and in the target downwind, respectively, such as occur in large urban areas. This may
result in the creation of a few primary cases. It is worth pointing out that the probability of being
infected remains very small at the individual level. Therefore, this process alone, which depends on
population sizes, geography, seasonality, and meteorology, can only “trigger” an epidemic, which
could then spread via the standard infection routes.

Keywords: airborne viruses; epidemic triggering; SARS-CoV-2; infectious bio-aerosol transport;
long-distance atmospheric transport; epidemic risk assessment

1. Introduction

The problem of epidemic outbreaks is central to the epidemiology of infectious dis-
eases. It is expected that the understanding of the origins of an outbreak could allow
further such events to be circumvented [1,2]. A famous example is the tracking of a cholera
outbreak to a specific reservoir in London during the year 1854, demonstrating that cholera
was transmitted through infected water [3]. Following this finding, it was clear that avoid-
ing contaminated water and providing the population with safe drinking water was an
essential requirement in fighting cholera. For disease that spreads from human to human,
it is important therefore, to identify the first cases of illness outbreak, referred to as primary
cases [1]. The very first case is quite often called “patient zero”, also for a zoonosis, but the
hunt for primary cases or patient zero has proven to be difficult: examples are the case of
the recent COVID-19 pandemic [4,5] or in the early 1980s, the HIV pandemic for which the
primary case was never found [1] despite erroneous affirmations to the contrary.

Indeed, once a disease has spread, the hunt for “patient zero” is of less importance.
The question becomes understanding how infectious diseases can be transmitted, in order
to use mitigation measures that could hinder the development of an epidemic and to
avoid the emergence of new pathogens. The COVID-19 pandemic has shown that, even
nowadays, the question of mode of transmission for a new infectious disease can involve
fierce discussions [6–11]. The main problem here was to know if contamination occurs
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principally through the transport of large droplets, which behave in a ballistic way (with
impact on mucosa), or inhalation of bio-aerosols emitted by infected persons. In the latter
case, the microdroplets have a sufficiently small size so as to linger in air for a very long
time. The denial of this second method of transmission, including by international health
authorities, led prominent researchers in the field to raise an alarm both in the scientific
literature [12] and mainstream press [13].

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the possibility of a long-distance
wind-borne bio-aerosol route for the passage of a human pathogen from one region to
another, leading to the creation of a very few primary cases that could serve as triggers for
an epidemic in a new region. Such a possibility is quite well known in veterinary science, as
discussed in Section 2, but to our knowledge has not been suggested for human epidemics.
The present investigation may then suggest that border controls (while certainly useful)
could be largely insufficient to avoid the regional outbreak of any airborne epidemic.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we comment on some well-
known cases of the transport of aerosols (including some that are infectious) over very long
distances. In Section 3, we establish a new model of outdoor pathogen transmission. As in a
previous paper [14], we use a simple atmospheric box model based on air flows. This earlier
work showed that the outdoor risk of being contaminated is generally several orders of
magnitude less than that of indoors. The present investigation uses concepts developed by
Wells [15], and our outdoor model is very close to the well-known model of Wells–Riley [16]
for the probability of being infected by pathogens present in respired air. In Section 4,
we apply the model to a specific, although hypothetical, case: the possible COVID-19
contamination in northern France from cases in southern England and London, especially
with variants with high viral load such as the Delta form or the higher contagiousness of the
Omicron variant. Note that our atmospheric box model is one of the earliest and simplest
developed concepts in the field of atmospheric dispersion [17]. Nowadays there exist a
large variety of dispersion models that use sophisticated numerical tools (see for instance
the review by Khan and Hassan [18]). Therefore, in Section 5, we compare the results
of our atmospheric box model to the three-dimensional Lagrangian transport-dispersion
HYSPLIT model, one of the most established nowadays. We discuss the question of the
outdoor virus lifetime, and we analyze our results in light of the problem of contamination
by very low doses, as related to single-hit models [6,19–22].

2. Long-Distance Transport of Both Inert and Bio-Aerosols

Generally speaking, an aerosol is a collection of fine or very fine particles suspended
in air. For a sufficiently small size (i.e., micrometric) the drag force is large compared to
gravity [14,23], implying that the particle can stay suspended for a very long time in still air
before settling. In fact, perfectly still air is rare since convection streams recirculate aerosols
making their lifetimes extremely long, allowing their convective transport to be possible
over very long distances outdoors (thousands of kilometers as discussed below). Note that
the term “aerosol” is also used in the medical and pharmaceutical fields, amongst others,
for the mixture of a substance with a propellant gas enclosed under pressure in a container
and released as a spray, which could involve drops of larger size.

The first question, concerning the long-distance transmission of micron- and submicron-
sized particles in the atmosphere, can be answered via experiments and modeling. Examples
of long-distance transmission of particulate matter in the atmosphere include the transport
of Saharan sand [24], plastic microparticles [25], soot particles (PM2.5) from biomass burn-
ings [26], and pollen transport from eastern North America to Greenland ([27] and references
therein). These phenomena are well studied and documented, and their importance has
been evaluated. Except for pollen, these examples refer to non-biological, inert matter and
are cited from the point of view of the coupling of observation and simulation to under-
stand the modes and parameters associated with their transmission and to demonstrate
that long-distance travel can give rise to physical effects from these particles. Aerosols
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containing biological matter either made of living or non-living components are usually
named bio-aerosols.

Does this long-distance transmission of microparticles have relevance to the spread of
diseases? What is the likelihood of biological matter, and in particular viruses, inducing
illness after long-distance transmission? In fact, these questions are now addressed by a
branch of science concerning bio-aerosols and known as aerobiology, or aerovirology when
restricted to viruses. In a recent review, Dillon and Dillon [28] (and references therein) have
pointed out that long-distance atmospheric pathogen dispersion (500 m to 500 km) plays a
crucial role in the propagation of a variety of plant and animal diseases.

There is much to learn from animal studies, and indeed airborne transmission over
long distances is taken very seriously by researchers worldwide for at least two diseases that
have considerable economic importance: foot and mouth disease and avian flu, respectively.
The long-distance airborne transmission of the former disease has been the subject of
numerous publications [29–34] including the possible transmission over the British channel
between Brittany and the Isle of Wight, i.e., for an overseas distance of around 300 km.
Gloster et al. [35] presented the findings of a workshop held at the Institute for Animal
Health in the UK in 2008 that brought together researchers from the UK, US, Canada,
Denmark, Australia, and New Zealand to compare models for wind-borne transmission
and infection of foot and mouth disease. Although the input parameters to the models
(virus release, environmental fate, and subsequent infection) are undoubtedly sources of
considerable uncertainty ([35] and references therein), this publication clearly demonstrated
that, under favorable meteorological conditions, the risk of long-distance infection was far
from negligible. Nowadays, the risk of wind-borne transmission, especially of foot and
mouth disease, is still the subject of active research [33,36] as this kind of transmission
cannot be prevented using traditional epidemiological procedures. Other studies have
highlighted the long-distance airborne transmission of the bird flu virus [37] between farms
in different states of the United States. It is significant that these studies take as a basis that
a single virus (or at least very few) can induce an infection [38,39].

The study of this so-called long-range wind-borne transmission has been the subject of
observations [33] and of modeling using sophisticated atmospheric dispersion tools such
as HYSPLIT [34]. The goal of these studies has been to determine downwind quantitative
TCID50 values (50% tissue culture infective dose) allowing the risk of infection to be assessed.

Could a similar effect occur with a human virus, such as the recent SARS-CoV-2 variety,
leading to epidemic outbreaks without the necessity for implicating the international transit
of a sick individual? To answer this question, in the next section we develop a simple
atmospheric box model to gain some insight into the density of pathogens downwind,
linked to the definitions of inhaled dose and the dose–response relationship.

3. Outdoor Airborne Transmission of Pathogens: Extension of a Wells–Riley Type Model

In this section, we describe the three box atmospheric models developed to simulate
the propagation of infected air from a source area to a healthy target zone located at a
distance of a few hundred kilometers from the source. Since the aim of this model is to
evaluate the potential number of susceptible people that could be infected in the target
area, some basics of pathogen airborne transmission are first briefly reviewed with special
attention paid to the concepts of quantum of infection, dose of exposure, and probability of
being contaminated. In addition, conservation equations are used to describe the evolution
of the quantum concentration along the travel route within a unique atmospheric box with
well-defined physical conditions in its entire volume. This development is then applied to a
series of three boxes that mimic a situation including an infected area, a transit uninhabited
volume, and a healthy target region.

3.1. Basic Concepts in (Indoor and Outdoor) Airborne Transmission

Since the dawn of humanity, mankind has suffered from infectious diseases due
to a variety of pathogens. In the recent decades, epidemiology has focused more on
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non-transmissible illnesses, such as heart disease, cancer, or obesity. However, the re-
cent COVID-19 pandemic reminds us that the burden of infectious illnesses, especially
respiratory ones, has not been eliminated.

The concepts that are discussed below are partly restricted to respiratory disease in the
case where the responsible pathogen is inhaled by a susceptible person. It concerns diseases
that affect organs located in the respiratory tract. As discussed in [14] and references therein,
in the case of COVID-19 the route of transmission has been a matter of intense debate, but,
as stated in the introduction, it is nowadays largely recognized that the major transmission
path is through airborne exchange, i.e., by inhalation of a bio-aerosol that has been exhaled
by an infected person [7–11].

In matters of infectious disease and epidemiology, a key problem is to assess the
dose–response relationship, i.e., what is the probability of infection resulting from exposure
to a pathogen dose, i.e., a given level of exposure within a given time [19]. A dose–response
function P(X) relates the dose X to the probability of infection. It is clear that P(X) must
be a monotonically increasing function of the dose, starting from zero at zero dose and
increasing toward an asymptote P = 1 for large values of X. There are several probability
laws that can be used for P(X) as discussed in [19], one of the most widely used being the
exponential form:

P(X) = 1− exp(−Π× X) (1)

where Π is a numerical factor that depends on the definition of the dose and its counting
unit. In fact, one of the recognized difficulties in the dose–response model is first to define
the dose. It is beyond the scope of the present paper to examine this question in detail,
and the reader is referred to the book of Haas [20] and to Brouwer et al. [19]. For an
airborne disease, Wells [15], using this exponential law, defined a quantum of contagium
as a hypothetical quantity of pathogens that has been inhaled, per susceptible individual,
when 63.2% (corresponding to 1− exp(−1)) of these individuals display symptoms of
infection. It is linked to a probability of infection, which then follows a Poisson law:

P(X) = 1− exp(−X) (2)

The quantum is dimensionless but is a counting unit (as dozens versus unity, or moles
compared to molecules) that is clearly linked to the choice of Π = 1 in Equation (1). Of
course, and as discussed in Brouwer et al. [19] and Rowe et al. [6], its value, in terms of
the number of pathogens, depends on a variety of mechanisms—inhalation of airborne
particles, pathogen inhibition by host defenses, or losses by some other processes—before
any replication will begin in an infected cell. Obviously, a quantum corresponds statistically
to a number of pathogens much greater than one. Hereafter, all discussions will be carried
out in terms of quantum concentration; any other choice would not alter the fundamentals
of the reasoning.

Considering the concentration of quanta in space (in m−3 units), nq

(→
r,t
)

, the inhaled
dose X during a time of exposure t, can be written as:

X =
∫ t

0
nq × p× dt (3)

p being the pulmonary rate of respiration (taken as 0.5 m3/h in the present investigation).
Note that this definition of the dose does not require a homogeneous distribution of quanta
in space. Only nq

(→
r,t
)

at the inhaled location (mouth and nostrils) has to be considered.

Note also that due to the extremely low concentration of quanta in air, nq

(→
r,t
)

is not really

a continuous function of
→
r,t (since a number of viruses is of course an integer) but can be

treated as such due to the stochastic character of the problem and the search for a statistical
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solution. When the quantum concentration can be considered as being constant during the
time of exposure, then the dose X expression simplifies to:

X = nq × p× t (4)

In the case of an indoor room or building with well-mixed air, it is possible to write a
conservation equation for the quanta, which, together with Equation (3), leads directly to
the stationary state dose value and to the well-known Wells–Riley probability [16]:

P = 1− exp
(
− I × q× p× t

Q

)
(5)

where P is the probability of infection for a susceptible person, q a quantum production
rate per infector per unit time, p the pulmonary rate of respiration, Q the ventilation rate of
the room, I the number of infectors, and t the time of exposure. In the outdoor situation,
there are very few models available, and below we will present an extension of the model
that we recently developed [14] for the determination of nq

(→
r,t
)

.

3.2. Box Model of Outdoor Transmission

As discussed in the previous section, the first step in any model, whether indoor or
outdoor, is to evaluate the concentration of the virions in inhaled air. The outdoor model
that we developed previously [14] is essentially a “box” model as described in chapter 5
of “Environmental Impact Assessment” [40] and developed previously by numerous
researchers [17,41,42]. Box models are based on mass balance equations and are the simplest
atmospheric models that can be used to evaluate the mean concentration of pollutants
(molecules or particles) downwind of a source.

Our 2021 model considered mono-sized infectious microdroplets and their airborne
behavior. In the following paragraphs, we develop, in some detail, an identical outdoor
box model, using the Wells notion of quantum for the counting of virions. We consider
an outdoor volume (atmospheric box) as illustrated in Figure 1, with the wind blowing
along the x axis as in our previous work; we suppose that there are no quanta escaping the
volume above a height H along z. The evaluation of H is the most critical part of the model.
It is also assumed that the quantum density does not change across the wind:

∂nq

∂y
=

∂nq

∂z
= 0 (6)

and hence the quantum concentration is considered only as a function of x along the wind.
Although at low values of x, nq is a function of height z, assuming that Equation (6) holds
everywhere, the height dependency does not change the concentration balance between
what is produced in the bulk of the box and what emerges at its downwind border at
large x, where everything has been mixed by the turbulent dispersion. This assumption is
inherent to box models [17]. It can, therefore, safely be concluded that Equation (6) has no
influence on the quantum concentration at this border.

Then, assuming stationary state, i.e., ∂nq
∂t = 0, a conservation equation for the quanta

can be written as:

V∞ ×
dnq

dx
=

DI × q
H

−
nq

τi
(7)

where DI is a density of infectors per unit surface (assumed homogeneous and therefore
constant), V∞ is the wind velocity, and τi is the virus lifetime defined from the temporal
exponential decay of active virions in microparticles, due to natural physicochemical and
photochemical processes (see Section 5 for a detailed discussion). Note that with this
definition, τi is slightly different from the so-called half-life, which is the time required to
decrease the active virion concentration by a factor of two (since here τi corresponds to
exp(−1) = 0.37).
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Note also that the infectors are located at the bottom of the atmospheric box (which
can include houses as we will discuss in Section 4.2), but this has no influence on the
calculation since we assumed a homogeneous dispersion of the viral bio-aerosol in the
vertical dimension of the box, as discussed in a previous paragraph.

With nq(0) the quantum concentration at x = 0, we can derive the following value for
the quantum concentration as a function of distance x:

nq(x) =
DI × q× τi

H
×
{

1− exp
(
− x

V∞ × τi

)}
+ nq(0)× exp(− x

V∞ × τi
) (8)

In an area where there is no infector, DI = 0, Equation (8) leads to a simple downwind
exponential decay of the quantum concentration:

nq(x) = nq(0)× exp(− x
V∞ × τi

) (9)

On the other hand, and for a virus lifetime much longer than the hydrodynamic time
τh (i.e., τi � τh = x/V∞), Equation (8) leads to the following value for nq(x):

nq(x) ∼ DI × q
V∞

× x
H

+ nq(0) (10)

This is analogous to the equation derived in Rowe et al. [14] for nq(0) = 0 and which
expresses the conservation of quanta in the atmospheric box shown in Figure 1 when there
is no decay due to viral inactivation.
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Figure 1. The atmospheric box model.

Knowing nq(x) and using Equations (2) and (3), it is then possible to calculate the
probability of infection at any distance x. Note that it is also possible to use a multi-box
model (such as that discussed further in Sections 3.3 and 4.2) to take into account more
complex situations regarding a non-uniform repartition of infectors.

The density of infectors per unit area can be taken as:

DI = r× Dp (11)

with r the proportion of infectors and Dp the population density per same unit area in the

space. The condition ∂nq
∂y = 0 requires that there is no gradient in mean infector density

across the wind. If we assume a value of W for the width of the source, then, for nq(0) = 0
Equation (10) also reads as:

nq(x) =
r× Np(x)× q
V∞ × H ×W

(12)

where Np(x) = Dp × x×W is now the total population in the area x×W.
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In Equations (8), (10), and (12), a key parameter is the value of H, and therefore x
H , as

discussed at length by Rowe et al. [14] in their Supplementary Materials. For strong winds,
i.e., V∞ > 6 m/s at 10 m height and at nighttime or low solar insolation, the atmosphere can be
considered as neutral in the so-called Pasquill–Gifford–Turner classification [43–45], which
means there is no tendency for enhancement of air turbulence (instability) or suppression
(stability) through buoyancy effects. In fact, it is known that airborne pollutants emitted
locally are transported and dispersed within the so-called atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL: the tropospheric bottom layer), whose thickness is usually lower than one thousand
meters [46], except for strongly unstable atmospheres. At any distance from the source, an
order of magnitude value of H versus x can be estimated using the vertical dispersion length
used for Gaussian plumes and shown in Figure 2 [47,48].
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Figure 2. Vertical dispersion length for Gaussian plumes. Classification of atmosphere state: A: Ex-
tremely unstable; B: Moderately unstable; C: slightly unstable; D: neutral; E: slightly stable; F: moder-
ately stable.

The wind itself depends on the altitude, but its variations above ten meters are
rather small within the ABL [49]. In the next section, therefore, it will be assumed to
be independent of altitude and taken as the ten-meter value.

3.3. Possible Airborne Epidemic Triggering via Long-Range Transmission

Let us now consider two highly populated areas, designated as the “source” and
the “target”, respectively, separated by an unpopulated area (no man’s land). The source
population is considered as infected whereas no sick people are initially present in the target
area (hereafter box 3). At the downwind border of the source (hereafter box 1) characterized
by a length L1, it is possible to quantify the quantum concentration n1,q(L1) following
Equation (8) taking into account that at the upstream border of the source n1,q(x1 = 0) = 0. The
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downwind border of the source also coincides with the upwind border of the “no man’s land”
section (hereafter box 2). However, as explained further in Section 4.2, the dispersive height
H in box 2 (H2) is higher than in box 1 (H1). This impacts the initial quantum concentration
n2,q(x2 = 0) by a factor of H1/H2 at the upstream border of box 2 such that:

n2,q(x2 = 0) = H1/H2 × n1,q(L1) (13)

The evolution of the quantum concentration n2,q(x2) in box 2 is then governed only
by the virus lifetime according to Equation (9) since DI = 0 in box 2. This leads to a new
value n2,q(L2) at the downstream border L2 of box 2. Again, this border coincides with the
upstream border of the target area, box 3. At this interface, however, the dispersive height
is not modified compared to box 2 (H3 = H2) since H2 is already taken as an upper limit
of the ABL thickness (see Section 4.2). The quantum concentration entering box 3 is then
n3,q(x3 = 0) = n2,q(L2). The quantum concentration n3,q(x3) can be considered as spatially
and temporally constant within box 3 provided that:

• The pathogen lifetime is clearly larger than the hydrodynamic time within the target
depth, which is typically around 10–20 km.

• The width of the target is less than the width of the source.
• The emission source rate and meteorology do not change significantly during the time

of exposure.

From this, the calculation of a probability of infection Pt in the target area of population
Nt (assumed healthy and therefore susceptible) can be obtained combining Equations (2)
and (4).

It follows that the statistical number of contaminated susceptible people Sc is:

Sc = Pt × Nt =
(

1− exp−n2,q(L2)×p×t
)
× Nt (14)

As exemplified below in Section 4.2, the value of Pt will most often be extremely small,
which shows a quasi-zero risk at the individual level as already discussed by Rowe et al. [14].
However, when the target is composed of a very high number Nt of individuals, then a few
people (≥1) could be infected. Of course, this process alone cannot sustain an epidemic but
creates a few infectors (“primary cases”) which may trigger it.

In the next section, we examine a hypothetical case study of the creation of COVID-19
primary cases in northern France from southern England in wintertime when the strongest
winds are most often from west to east in Western Europe.

4. Results for a Hypothetical Case of Long-Range Transmission of COVID-19 from
Southern England to Northern France
4.1. General Considerations

In the recent pandemic of COVID-19, although it was originally discredited by gov-
ernments and even health agencies, it is now well accepted that COVID-19 is mainly
transmitted via bio-aerosols ([11] and references therein). This has brought focus to the
need for ventilation of interior spaces and the need for mask wearing, amongst general
measures specific to this contamination route.

The first thing to remember is that the SARS-CoV-2 virus is, first and foremost, a
nanoparticle (diameter on the order of 100 nm). It can be exhaled by an infected person
(hereafter infector) when confined within microdroplets of micron and submicron size [7,8].
These microdroplets originate from respiratory fluids, which, besides water as the main
component, include a variety of other minor components: proteins, salt, etc. [50]. Water can
evaporate leading to the creation of “dry nuclei”, which include these minor components
together with the virus. Due to the presence of non-volatile components, the reduction in
size of the microdroplets cannot exceed a factor of around 0.4.

The fact that the exhaled viruses are embedded in microparticles means that they can
float in the air for extended periods, driven by air currents such as with aerosols. Therefore,
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as discussed in Section 2, this aerosol can travel over distances well beyond one hundred
kilometers. The key question as to whether it can remain infectious after such travel is
discussed in Section 5 where it is shown that the answer is strongly dependent on the
geography and seasonality.

Some time ago, saw the emergence of the more infectious Delta variant, apparently
with an origin in India, and sometime later, the even more infectious Omicron strain first
identified in South Africa but which quickly became rampant in the United Kingdom
and worldwide. As discussed in another of our recent papers [6], the higher viral load or
higher contagiousness of these new variants results in an even higher infection risk via the
airborne route. Following various outbreaks, we saw borders closing to try to contain the
epidemic but with little success.

4.2. Details of the Long-Range Model of Transmission for the Present Hypothetical Case

An infographic image of a model of three boxes is shown in Figure 3. Following the
discussion in Section 3.3, we consider the first box in southern England corresponding to
the upstream source of contamination. Roughly speaking, it corresponds to the greater
London area and its downwind region. Although the county of Kent, to the southeast of
London, is quite heavily populated, we shall restrict ourselves to a source around London
with a width W of 40 km and a length L1 of 45 km, an area inside which we assume a
population Np (x1 = 45 km) of 11 million people.
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We can use the equations developed in Section 3.2 to make an estimate of the quantum
concentration n1,q(L1) at the downwind border of this source box. However, the following
problem arises: in wintertime, most of the quanta will be emitted indoors, with a room
temperature around 20 ◦C and a rather low relative humidity (RH) (we assume 35% as a
mean), but outdoors they are transported by the wind at low temperature (around 5 ◦C) and
rather high humidity (80%) conditions, where the virus lifetime (see discussion in Section 5) is
expected to be much longer than the atmospheric transport (hydrodynamic) time. Therefore,
viral inactivation, as discussed in Section 5.2, will only occur indoors, via thermal effects at
rather low RH. Indoor air is continuously renewed as contaminated air is evacuated outdoors
with a characteristic time equal to 1/ACH where ACH is the number of times that the total
air volume in a room is completely removed and replaced in an hour. Therefore, the effect
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of viral inactivation indoors prior to evacuation can be taken as a reduction of the quantum
emission rate per infector used in Section 3.2 following the formula:

qe f f = q× exp(−1/(ACH × τi) (15)

with the conservative hypothesis of ACH = 2 h−1 and τi = 2 h (which is a good order
of magnitude at 20 ◦C and low RH in indoor conditions at the source; see references in
Section 5.2 as for instance [51]); this results in qe f f = 0.78× q.

Once outdoors, the typical wintertime low temperatures and the absence of significant
UV solar radiation [52,53] will ensure a very long virus lifetime as discussed in Section 5.
Thus, the simple formula, Equation (12), can be used, with qe f f instead of q, to estimate the
quantum concentration at the downwind border of the source. The dispersive height H1 is
estimated from Figure 2 as 300 m (for x1 = 45 km and state D in Figure 2), the population
within the source is assumed as 1.1× 107, the wind velocity taken as 30 km/h, the width of
the source as W = 40 km (which influences the density of infectors if Equation (10) is used
in place of (12)), and the quantum production rate of an infector as 10 h−1. The numerical
application leads to n1,q(45 km) = 7.15× 10−6 m−3 assuming a proportion of infected
persons of r = 0.03 in the greater London area.

Turbulent mixing and transport by the wind will then lead quanta to the upstream
border of the target area whose width is assumed less than or equal to the width of the source
as stated in Section 3.3. Again, due to meteorological conditions (mean temperature around
5 ◦C, mean RH around 80% [54], and absence of UV radiation), the virus lifetime is much
higher than the convective hydrodynamic time (which is <10 h, see following tables) for
distances up to 250 km, and therefore the reduction in quantum concentration is solely due
to the increase of the dispersive height H. Then, in such conditions n2,q(L2) = n2,q(x2 = 0).
Using a conservative estimate for H of 1000 m, a value corresponding to a common upper
value of ABL thickness for neutral or stable conditions [46] results in a numerical value of
n3,q(x3 = 0) of 2.15× 10−6 m−3 at the upstream border of one of our targets.

We consider two plausible targets in France, either the city of Dunkerque or the Lille
agglomeration, with populations of 0.2 × 106 and 1.2 × 106 people, respectively. We
assume that the wind direction is the same as the direct path between the source and the
target, a dominant direction in wintertime, which roughly corresponds to a wind direction
from the west/northwest (respectively 288 and 294 degrees). As before, we also assume
a wind velocity of 30 km/h, which is only slightly higher than the mean wind velocity
in February/early March [55]. Note again that both target areas have a width across the
wind less than that of the source. Table 1 gathers the main characteristics of the three boxes
as depicted in Figure 3. Table 2 summarizes the assumed values of various parameters
leading to a statistical number of primary cases. Since this number appears to be a few
units in the frame of our assumptions, it clearly reveals the potential for an infection being
triggered through long-range transportation of airborne viruses.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the three boxes used in the present model.

Box 1 Box 2 Box 3

Length: L (km) 45 150/230 a --- b

Width: W (km) 40 40 <40
Dispersive height: H (m) 300 1000 1000
Wind speed V∞ (km/h) 30 30 30

nq (quanta/m3) 7.1 × 10−6 c 2.1 × 10−6 2.1 × 10−6

a: Depending on the considered target, either Dunkerque or Lille. b: This length is not fixed since it is not useful
for the present estimation. c: Value at the downstream end of the box.
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Table 2. Possible number of primary cases created (per day) via the long-distance transport of
aerosols. London area population of 11 million; wind velocity: 30 km/h; exposure of 24 h; proportion
of possible infectors in greater London: r = 3%; quantum production rate q = 10 h−1/infector.

Dunkerque Lille

Distance from London, center to center (km) 180 244
Population (106) 0.2 1.2

Hydrodynamic time (h) 5.0 7.7
Upstream quantum concentration (m−3) 2.1 × 10−6 2.1 × 10−6

Dose for 24 h 2.6 × 10−5 2.6 × 10−5

Probability of infection Pt 2.6 × 10−5 2.6 × 10−5

Number of primary cases 5 31

Note that the purpose of the calculations presented in Table 2 is solely to demonstrate
the possible creation of a few primary cases. Changing the wind speed and other parameter
values in a reasonable manner does not alter this conclusion. It could also be possible to
refine the calculation considering a much longer time of exposure (several days) and the
fact that virions in the target box can be inactivated indoors by thermal and RH effects such
as those assumed for the source box, but again without changing the major conclusion.

From this table, it can be inferred that creation of only one primary case is possible
within a day even with a much lower proportion of infectors such as for instance r~0.3%.

5. Discussion
5.1. Validity of the Atmospheric Box Model

To determine if the box model assumptions were sufficiently realistic, a test calculation
was performed using a three-dimensional particle transport and dispersion model. The
HYSPLIT model [56] was selected for the simulation using one-degree resolution, gridded
global meteorological data available at three-hour intervals from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). As noted earlier, west-to-east flow is common, and a
24 h period (beginning 0600 UTC 5 January 2022) with airflow from London to France was
identified in the first week of data downloaded from the GDAS server [57]. The model was
configured to be similar to the box model. A 40 km line of five-point sources, orthogonal to
the wind direction, was set over central London with a total emission rate of one unit per hour
for the 24 h simulation period. Air concentrations (unit mass per volume) were computed
as a 24 h average on a 10 km resolution grid with a vertical depth of 100 m to represent
the surface layer for human exposure. Particles were terminated after 12 h to constrain
the downwind domain to France rather than all of Western Europe. The HYSPLIT result
depicted in Figure 4 shows a broad region of concentrations of around 5 × 10−14 m−3 over
northeastern France. Using the effective quantum production rate qeff value derived from
Table 2, the unit emission HYSPLIT values (through the expression: NP × r × qeff × 24) yield
a quantum concentration of 3.1 × 10−6 quantum m−3, which is very close to the upstream
box model value of 2.1 × 10−6. Due to the line source configuration, lateral dispersion along
the centerline would be negligible, and the concentration results would primarily depend
upon the vertical mixing. An examination of the diagnostic vertical mass profile after 12 h
(not shown) indicates that 94% of the mass was in the first 1200 m above ground and 99%
was within the first 1500 m, consistent with the well-mixed box model assumptions.

HYSPLIT is a much more refined model than the simple box model, which has for sole
merit its simplicity, which allows us to rapidly derive an order of magnitude and to discuss
the importance of various parameters.
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5.2. The Question of the Virus Lifetime Indoor and Outdoor in Bio-Aerosol Form

The virus lifetime used in the above atmospheric model is defined, as stated above,
using the analog in time of Equation (9):

nq(t) = nq(0)× exp(− t
τi
) (16)

As shown in the previous sections, the effect of virus lifetime is critical for the possibil-
ity of virus transmission over long distances, with a transport (hydrodynamic) time τh as
defined in Section 3.2. If, for τi � τh, the decrease in quantum concentration downstream
of a laterally extended source is mainly due to vertical atmospheric dispersion, for τi � τh
the quantum concentration will drop to an even much lower value, with a ratio of τi/τh.
This condition corresponds to a distance to the source x � τi ×V∞ where the transmission
probability drops essentially to zero.

A lifetime on the same order of magnitude as the hydrodynamic time τi ∼ τh will
result in a reduction of active viruses (i.e., of quantum concentration) in the area where
they could infect susceptible people, but this will not change the conclusions in Section 4.2:
the number of primary cases due to long-distance infection will remain higher than unity.

Indoors, viruses are inactivated by a variety of factors, but it is recognized that the
principal ones are temperature and humidity. The effect of humidity on lifetime is rather
difficult to assess [58,59]. After some discussion [60] about whether to consider absolute
humidity (AH) or relative humidity (RH), it has been concluded that RH drives the virus
lifetime with a U-shaped curve for τi = f (RH). This behavior is due to the variation of the
solute/solvent concentrations in the aqueous solution of the infectious microdroplet. This
U-shape has been rationalized by Morris et al. [61] considering the efflorescence relative
humidity (ERH), which corresponds to the RH below in which a spontaneous evaporation
of a salty water solution initiates a crystallization called efflorescence (leading then to
what is called dry nuclei for viral bio-aerosols). Note that the inverse process, when RH is
increased, is called deliquescence [62].
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The inverse of the lifetime k can be considered as a rate of inactivation (unit = time−1),
and it is generally admitted [61,63] that, for a given value of RH, it follows an Arrhenius
law with temperature:

k = A× exp
(
− Ea

R× T

)
(17)

On the basis of numerous experimental results for a variety of viruses, this behavior
has been rationalized by Yap et al. [63] as viral protein denaturation via thermal effects,
including for SARS-CoV-2. In this latter case, Yap et al. report values of Ea = 135.69 kJ/mole
and A = 1.3 × 1021 min−1, respectively.

There are clearly large uncertainties in the exact lifetime of SARS-CoV-2 in aerosol
form at given values of RH and temperature. For example, van Doremalen et al. [51] report
a value of 1–3 h at a temperature of 21–23 ◦C and RH of 40% although Fears et al. [64]
found a much higher value (up to sixteen hours). On the other hand, a group from Bristol
(UK) has recently reported a very fast loss of infectivity (seconds to minutes) of virions
aerosolized from a tissue culture medium, hereafter TCM, at room temperature [65]. Note,
however, that Oswin et al. do not observe an exponential decay but instead a plateau
after an initial rapid loss, preventing the determination of a virus lifetime as defined using
Equation (16). Note also that Smither et al. [66] have reported very different losses of
infectivity between bio-aerosols generated from TCM and artificial saliva and that, in real
life, respiratory fluids should be used. A short (few minutes) lifetime in aerosols for normal
indoor conditions would not be compatible with airborne transmission, which however,
has been widely confirmed and documented [11].

The large uncertainty in lifetime can be understood due to the extreme difficulty of
virus concentration measurements in air and, worse, of their characterization as to whether
they are active or not [20].

In any case, based on most of the above studies and others [20,51,61,63], the order of
magnitude of the virus lifetime as defined by Equation (16) is around one to a few hours at
room temperature, a magnitude that we have taken into account in the estimation of the
reduction of quantum production at the source in Section 4.2 (Equation (15)).

Outdoors, considering temperature and humidity, it can then easily be shown that
at low temperatures (<5 ◦C) and large RH (around 80%), SARS-CoV-2 has a lifetime of
at least several tens of hours, an important conclusion, which has been used in our box
model. However, solar UV radiation is very efficient for virus inactivation [52], but this
effect has not been considered since we are restricting ourselves to the case of mean and
high latitudes in winter, where nighttime is much longer than daytime, and where the
sky is often overcast during the day, making UV inactivation negligible outdoors during
atmospheric virus transport. In fact, this conclusion holds even for a clear sky, at least
from early November to the end of February, at a latitude around 51◦ N due to the large
solar zenith angle, which then reduces the efficiency of UV virus inactivation by orders of
magnitude, due to ozone absorption of solar UV [52]. In fact, calculations leading exactly
to the same conclusion have been developed in a recent paper of Sagripanti and Lytle [53].

A much more elusive and not clearly recognized effect outdoors is the so-called open
air factor (hereafter OAF). Experiments were conducted in the late nineteen sixties and early
seventies by a few researchers on the survival of some pathogens indoors and outdoors.
May and Druett [67,68] conducted experiments on Escherichia Coli deposited on ultrafine
spider thread and observed a much shorter survival time outdoors than indoors. They
named this effect open air factor. As some of the experiments were conducted at night,
they invoked the possibility that some chemical due to pollution could be present outdoors.
Donaldson and Ferris [69] have conducted the same kind of experiments both with the
foot and mouth disease pathogens and Escherichia Coli, but reported experiments in
the literature remain extremely sparse. This effect has also been studied in the frame of
biological weapons, but most of the results were classified [70].

The recent COVID-19 pandemic has reactivated the interest in OAF, and a few papers
have appeared on this question [71,72]. There are no laboratory results, and they do not
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offer any further evidence beyond the very few results reported around fifty years ago.
One of the arguments in favor of the OAF, found in the literature [73], is that high indoor
ventilation using fresh outdoor air considerably reduces the risk of infection, but this is
clearly understood in the framework of the Wells–Riley model and its avatars [14,16,74].

Due to the scarcity of laboratory work, the idea cannot be excluded that some artefacts
could have been introduced in the seminal results of May and Druett. More experiments
conducted with modern means are necessary to say whether or not OAF should be taken
into account. Let us note than in chapter 3.2.8 entitled “Aerobiology of Agricultural
Pathogens” of Manual of Environmental Microbiology [75], OAF is not even mentioned;
neither is it mentioned in a recent review paper about “current understanding of airborne
transmission of important viral animal pathogens in spreading disease” [33]. Therefore,
although this effect cannot be totally excluded, on the basis of the present knowledge of the
SARS-CoV2 virus, it cannot be taken into account quantitatively in any outdoor model of
COVID-19 transmission.

5.3. The Very Low Dose Question

That a single susceptible person inhales numerous virions transported by the wind
over long distances is of course highly unlikely. Therefore, in the framework of the present
paper, the question of the dose/risk function at very low dose deserves a careful discussion.

The literature on virus transmission very often refers to a quantity named “Minimum
Infective Dose” with the acronym MID. As stated by Haas et al. [20], however, the term
“minimum” is very misleading since it seems to imply a minimum number of pathogens
needed to trigger an infection and should be replaced by “median”. A real minimum would
imply a thresholding effect, which is not observed experimentally. If such an effect existed,
it would prevent the long-distance transmission presented above. However, there exists a
large quantity of literature on the subject of the dose/risk link [19–22], and most authors
conclude that a single pathogen can trigger infection [19], although with a small probability
(single-hit models). The exponential dose–risk function used in the present paper is clearly
without a threshold and is used widely elsewhere. Together with the quantum concept, it
completely takes care of the statistical and probabilistic aspects of the transmission problem.
As a quantum corresponds to hundreds of viruses, the idea that is sometimes reported that
it is necessary to inhale at least a quantum to be contaminated is completely wrong.

6. Conclusions

In the present paper, we have shown, with a rather simple model of conservation
equations and a dose–risk function, that creation of primary cases at large distances from
a densely populated and infected area is possible if the target is itself a large population.
Surprisingly, this is well known and accepted in veterinary science, but the link with human
airborne transmission, to our knowledge, has not been made. Our simple atmospheric
“box” model has been validated in a specific case using a three-dimensional dispersion
(HYSPLIT) calculation, using actual meteorological data.

In order to derive orders of magnitude, we have chosen to use simple existing models
that have been adapted to the described problem, although it is clear that it is very complex
by nature. For example, we have not taken into account the variety within populations of
either infectors or susceptible people, such as gender or age. Similarly, we have not consid-
ered the level and nature of activities that at an individual level influence the production
rate of bio-aerosols. Nevertheless, since our modeling deals with large numbers in terms of
source and target populations, these omissions are sensible. However, the only hypotheses
that could completely hinder our conclusions would be that: first the airborne transmission
route is negligible compared to other modes of infection or secondly that the lifetime of
the virus embedded in the bioaerosol is very short in any physical conditions. These two
hypotheses are in our opinion not supported by the thorough analysis of the literature
presented above.
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Note also, the conclusions of the recent paper are restricted to meteorological condi-
tions where the atmosphere can be considered neutral or stable (cases D–F in Figure 2).
Therefore, they do not apply to an unstable atmospheric state, which can be found for
example on a sunny day with moderate wind [48].

One of the consequences of the present investigation is that the hunt for “patient zero”
can sometimes be meaningless. It also shows that, on the level of a continent, viruses ignore
borders, and infection can spread downwind of a contaminated region irrespective of the
cross-border movement of persons. However, due to the importance of climate on the virus
lifetime and atmospheric state, it must be kept in mind that the conclusions and hypotheses
presented here apply mainly to mid and high latitudes under winter conditions.

Although it has not been discussed in the present paper, it should be noted that in
February 2021, most of the contamination in Dunkerque by COVID-19 was due to the
British variant [76], which could have started via the process described above. It would of
course be extremely interesting to conduct a more refined analysis than that presented here
concerning a longer period and using available epidemiological and atmospheric data. The
purpose of the present study is only to highlight the possibility of the process.

Finally, all the measures that have been taken to avoid the transfer of the COVID-19
pandemic from one region or country to another have shown to be mostly ineffective. The
main objective of the present paper is to show that governments and health agencies should
concentrate on mitigation measures that avoid disease spread rather than simply on the
deterrence of international or regional transmission. We are not immune to a potential
new respiratory disease that could be worse than COVID-19, with, for example, numerous
lethal cases in the young population. The prevention of the spread of such a future disease
must be prepared for by considering the biological aspect of indoor air quality, through
new norms of ventilation and air treatment as discussed in [6].
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